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Children and Young People’s Department
          

Chronology 

By default the Chronology tab is empty. A Liquidlogic Chronology - a sequential listing of events, 
referrals, assessments etc – is started from the History tab.  
The History tab holds a very long list of every single piece of information and history saved on the 
child’s record. Everything from forms, documents and significant case notes to changes of 
address, new relationships and worker involvements. 

Click on the “History” tab in the Basic Demographics.  The entire case history will be displayed
 Click the grey “Configure View” button.  This allows you to select what needs to appear in 

the chronology.

 Leave ticked only those items / categories that you wish to appear in your Chronology.
 Clicking a tick box will add/remove a tick.
 Clicking All/None next to the title of each history category will tick/untick every box in that 

category at once.
 Using the Predefined drop-down box will allow you to tick/ un-tick all categories at once.

 Click the grey “Return to Information View” Button when you are happy with your selections

You are returned to the History page but only the items that you left ticked will now be displayed.
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Note: Significant event case notes are easily identified by the yellow box that appears to the left.

Once you are happy that you have included all of the events needed from the case history
 Click the grey “Create Chronology” button

You are taken to the Chronology Tab in the Basic Demographics and the information chosen from 
the history tab will have carried through and will be displayed in chronological order (oldest at the 
top).
You can now start to edit the displayed chronology content.  

 Click on a row that needs amendments 
 Type your changes 
 There is also a link to “Remove from Chronology Group” if you wish to take items out.
 Click “Save”

 You will repeat the above actions for each row as required.  

In the left hand column entitled “Chronology” you will see that each row has a blue link entitled 
“Merge Down”

 Clicking this will merge this row with the row below.  

 You can also “Unmerge” to separate the rows again.
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Other Actions
Beneath your chronology you will find several blue 
hyperlinks: 

 “Add New Chronology Group” will
allow you to create another row.  You are 
prompted to enter a Start and End date.  You 
are then able to select the row to add text as above. 

 “Add New Chronology Item” you are asked for the date of a single event.  You are then 
able to select the row to add text as above. 

 *** “Copy Chronology Items to Siblings” will provide you with a box where you can 
choose which siblings you wish to copy items to

 “Print Current Chronology” you will be taken to a printable version of the Chronology 
which can also be opened as a PDF document.

 “Export Chronology” to have Liquidlogic provide a front sheet for Court Chronologies.  
The Chronology is then converted into a Word document – which you can save to your 
computer and make changes to (see below for Guidance).

 “Export Chronology Bundle” will allow you to save the currently displayed chronology as 
it is to a folder on your computer as a PDF document.

 “Delete Chronology” will delete the displayed chronology.

*** To copy items to siblings-
 Tick those required and then click the grey “Next” button
 Use the Tick boxes provided to place a tick next to each Chronology item that you wish to 

copy to the siblings
 Then click the grey “Finish” button

Adding and Removing Chronology Groups & Items
Nb. Ensure that you are Deleting Chronology items and not Chronology groups if you do not wish 
for these to be printed in an export of the Chronology.

Something to note in removing items from the Chronology on Liquidlogic- if you do not remove 
items from the ‘Events Column’ they may still appear on any Chronology exports for Court that you 
create.

Below is an example of what is contained within the chronology tab before you decide to remove 
an individual item
Should you wish to remove the case note dated 19/04/2007 from the Chronology below 

- click the relevant row within the “Event Details” Column
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Then from within the new page presented 
- click the “Remove from Chronology Group” link and the item is removed.

-

NOTE: If you were to click on the left hand column within the Chronology Tab instead 
you are given a slightly different option

Clicking on any of the rows from the left hand column gives you the option to remove a 
Chronology Group, instead of a Chronology Item.
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Selecting this will remove all items from that group when viewing from the Chronology page but 
if you were to export the Chronology for court the items would still be displayed.

                                                              

Archive & Retrieve Archive
At the bottom of the Chronology Page you will find two grey buttons

“Archive” will give you the following screen, which you can use to save your Chronology to 
Liquidlogic.

 Enter a date (and comment if required)
 Then click “Create”

“Retrieve Archive” button will take you to the following screen where all previously archived 
Chronologies will be listed.

 Click on the appropriate row and that particular Chronology will be displayed on screen
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You will see a hyperlink at the bottom of the archived Chronology to be able to restore the 
chronology back to edit mode on the Chronology tab. In the image below the archived Chronology 
cannot be used as there is a current unsaved chronology still open on Liquidlogic.  

In order to be able to use information from this archived Chronology you would have to achieve or 
delete the existing chronology that is open. 

If you now try to retrieve the chronology the link will be 
active to select

 Click the “Restore Chronology” link

As before, if you have made any changes you will need to archive the chronology.

Export Chronology
When printing a Chronology Liquidlogic will provide a front sheet for Court or for a Chronology of 
significant events, if required.
Scroll to the blue links beneath the chronology 

 Click the link “Export Chronology”
 Input a date and if you require a front sheet for your Chronology use the “Category” and 

“Type” pick lists to select the relevant coversheet. 
 Click “Create”

Enter the details for the Court and applicants as these will pull through to the print out.  
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 Click “Create Document”
 Click “Download Document” to open the Chronology and its front sheet in Microsoft Word

If you are making changes to the document in Word you must remember to upload the changed 
version.  You can access this through the Documents tab or find the task in your worktray. 

If you have uploaded your revised document or have not made changes select the link 
 Complete Document
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